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2. Environment
The current work environment forces us to improve the analysis of the existing information in
order to optimize the resources and the investments in the sector.
Business Intelligence platforms allow us to consolidate information from different
management applications making possible this analysis in no time.
The hospitality sector has been managed for years by multiple technological platforms offering
closed solutions in which the integration with external modules was very difficult.
Management applications have been limited to connectivity with other applications or
external solutions.
The Hotel Dashboard is born with that philosophy: to enable the hotel to integrate the
information from different existing data sources from the hotel or hotel group software
platform through the Business Intelligence without limitations.
The hotelier can cross data and information from its management applications (hotel,
commercial, events, quality control, technical services, interfaces, points of sale, purchase,
inventory, finance, web, etc.,) independently from the software vendor of these applications.
With this he can optimize the business management through specialized programs for each
one unifying the information effectively through the Business Intelligence.
For those hotel groups that work with different brands, different hotel software by region, or
other technologies, they can unify the information easily.
Through the Hotel Dashboard and its modules it is possible to centralize data from the
different management software’s. Furthermore the Hotel Dashboard is designed to only
acquire the licenses needed to work with, adapting to your budget and investment capabilities.
Providing you with what just only a few hotels of the market have discovered: the optimization
of their business management through the Business Intelligence analysis.
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3. Social Media Solution
Social Media Solution is an application within the Hotel Dashboard Suite that brings to the
hotel analysis from the social media market. Through this platform the hotel can know what
people is saying about it or about its competitors, unifying such analysis in a single Business
Intelligence platform that will Access to platforms like Twitter, Facebook, Google+, Instagram,
Web pages, and other public data sources.
The solution allows the analysis of the different competitors (publications) and the impact
reached on followers, adhesions, (likes, favorite, +1…), the extension of the message (shares,
RT…), the generated conversations, etc. As well as notes received based on key words defined
during the product configuration.
In addition, HD Social Media Solution features an artificial intelligence algorithm that
determines whether the content of a message is positive, negative or neutral towards the
competitor mentioned and identifies the topics that are repeated in collected messages.

3.1. Portal Configuration
The configuration portal is a web application that allows the user to define the
competitors that wants to compare, the profiles and the key words assigned to
such competitors and the web pages where to search for the information.
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The Portal Configuration contains several pages that allow you to define the necessary
elements to carry out an efficient “listening” of the organization and competitor’s
activity on the web:





Competitor definition, meaning client competitors, companies, brands or
products that are to be compared.
Organization parameters, as the language of the messages that want to be
analyzed.
Personalized sectors, as additional fields and groups.
Monitoring parameters, profiles, key words, websites (both HTML pages
and RSS service).

3.2. Available Filters
The indicators defined in the HD Social Media Solution HD group information
regarding posts, depending on certain selectors. Selectors can also be applied as
filters.
Main selectors in the dashboard are:
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Competitor: Parsed entity that is assigned to a post, either because it has
published or that includes a mention. The customer and his "rivals" are the
competitors being compared.
Platform: Where was published a post, either a social network or web
address.
Profile: Name which identifies the sender of the post on a specific
platform.
Campaign: Group posts based on certain criteria given, to analyze the
impact of a marketing action.
Post Feeling: Resulting value of textual analysis of post. A message can be
positive, negative or neutral.
Time: There are multiple selectors associated with the publication of post:
day, month, year, date, day, time zone.
Post Type: Value that identifies whether the post is assigned to be a
competitor for his publications, direct mention of one of your profiles or
mention of one of the keywords defined.
Original Post: Value that identifies whether the post is an original
publication or if it is a sharing (share, retweet ...).
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Post. Language: Language in which is written the post.
Post Location: Geographic location from where the post was published.
Profile Location: Geographical location of the profile which published the
post.
Text: Post content.
Topic: Word that is repeated in several messages. The issue is not the right
word, since under the same topic can be grouped synonymous words or
words that mean the same in different languages

3.3. Executive Summary
The Executive Summary option lists the indicators to see an overview of the
company situation in the internet.
The indicators defined on the Executive Summary sheet are:







Textual detailed activity conducted: posts and mentions, interactions
(opinions)...
Graphical comparison by date, time of day or day of the posts with the
entries received. This indicator identifies gaps between the activity of the
organization and activity of your possible clients.
The distribution of the different comments received by the different
competitors (share). This indicator allows knowing the percentage of
“talks” related to the sector that are being mentioned for each competitor.
Rankings of most repeated words in messages with positive comments and
negative comments. This indicator let you know which topics like or dislike
among potential clients of the Company.
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This sheet provides an overview of the situation so that, at a glance without going too
deeply, you have an idea of what actions is being carried out by the company in
networks and what is the impact.
In this first sheet it is already possible to detect situations that require making a
decision:
You can detect that posts are not aligned in date and time slots with the mentions,
meaning that we are not posting when our potential market is active.
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On the image we can observe that in this case the client publishes in a slot, while the
community speaks of him in another. In this case it was decided to change the time of
publication of posts to match the behavior of the potential market.
Also the graph shows the words the like the most and the words that dislike among
users that speak about the customer.
In this case the decision taken will get closer the client to the Company and its
products and policies improving the customer relationship and better meeting their
expectations.

3.4. My Activity
The My Activity tab allows analyzing in detail the Company activity on Internet
(without comparing it with its competitor’s activity).
The indicators define don the My Activity sheets are:



Table with activity (publications, followers achieved, interactions ...) of the
company in each of the platforms and for each of their profiles.
Graphical presentation of the main KPI’s of the Company activity with the
corresponding values.
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Text field that displays the value of certain ratios, calculated from the
activity of the organization: engagement, involvement, amplification....
Graphical comparison (minimized) by date, time slot or day of the posts
with the entries received the generated interactions, etc. This indicator
identifies gaps between the activity of the company and activity of your
prospects.
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3.5. My Evolution
The My Evolution option allows analyzing the evolution of the activity of the
company on the Internet, comparing the values of the main KPI´s for the past N
days with the values of the N previous days.
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3.6. My Competitors
My Competitors option performs a competitive analysis between the organization,
companies, products or the rival brands. The sheet is divided in two blocks: the top
block has the activity analysis of different competitors while the bottom shows the
analysis of the use of the different platforms by each competitor.
The indicators defined on top of the My Competitors sheet are:








Comparison by date, time slot or day activity (publications, citations,
interactions ...) of individual competitors.
Evolution comparison of followers of the various competitors over time
Brand positioning representation through a scatter plot showing the
number of mentions (position in the X axis), the number of followers
reached (position in the Y axis) and the number of messages posted (ball
size).
Representation of organizational commitment (based on interactions)
using a scatter plot showing the number of responses (position on the X
axis), the number of supports (position on the Y axis) and the number of
sharing’s (ball size).
Cast mentions received by the various competitors (share). This indicator
allows knowing what percentages of messages that talk about the "sector"
are mentioning each of the competitors.

The indicators defined on the bottom of the My Competitors sheet are:



Comparison of the activity per platform (publications, quotes, interactions
...) of individual competitors
Percentage comparison of the number of publications, number of quotes
received and the number of followers reached by each of the various
competitors in each of the platforms messages.
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3.6

Mention Analysis
The Mention Analysis option allow us to analyze in detail the different mentions
received by the different competitors.
The indicators defined on the Mention Analysis sheet are:




Ranking de los temas más repetidos (tendencias) representando con el
color correspondiente las menciones vinculadas a cada uno de los
competidores.
Cast topics most often repeated by the number of occurrences or the
number of users other than mentioned.
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3.7

Percentage in absolute value, of number of positive, negative and neutral
comparative messages received by each competitor.

Influencers
Influencers allow a detailed study which users mention the various competitors to
identify ambassadors, trolls, experts...
The indicators included on the Influencers sheet are:
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3.8

Ranking of users that mention more times a competitor in messages with
positive comments (ambassadors) and with negative messages comments
(trolls).
Rankings by users that have more followers, those who are most active
(more mentioned), most specialized (mention more distinct competitors),
etc.

Posts Details
The Posts Details option contain a list of all messages that meet the search of the
applied filters so if the user select one message he can view the detail information
of such post.
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In addition to the list of posts, the Posts Details sheet contains ranking of the most
shared messages, with more extension, grates number of supporters (likes,
favorites, +1, etc.), with more number of responses and more number of
mentions.
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3.9. Self Service Reporting
The Self Service Reporting option allows the user to develop his own report or
reports by selecting the dimensions and expressions that are presented in pivot
table form.
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The information provided in this document is only indicative and should be reviewed
and defined according to the applications software installed on each client hotel
property. Prior to the closing of a Business Intelligence project, the team of Mastel
Group will issue and deliver a document defining in detail de scope of the project based
on the personalized needs expressed by the hotel management team
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